By increasing the volume of telemedicine information, the need for medical image compression has become more important. In angiographic images, a small ratio of the entire image usually belongs to the vasculature that provides crucial information for diagnosis. Other parts of the image are diagnostically less important and can be compressed with higher compression ratio. However, the quality of those parts affects the overall understanding of the image as well. Existing methods compress foreground and background of angiographic images using different techniques. In this paper, we first utilize a convolutional neural network to segment vessels and then represent a hierarchical block processing algorithm capable of both eliminating the background redundancies and preserving the overall visual quality of angiograms.
in the spatial domain by using prediction of pixels. One example of lossless image compression is presented in [3] which employs different lossless algorithms and entropy coding.
We may notice that lossless compression is not necessary for the entire image. For example, in angiography images, a large area of each frame is considered as background, while major arteries must be fully preserved for stenosis/blockage diagnosis. To preserve diagnostically important regions such as arteries and compress them losslessly, diagnostically lossless compression (DLC) methods have been proposed [4] . In most of DLC methods an image is first divided into two parts, region of interest (ROI) that includes crucial regions for diagnosis and a non-ROI (NROI) that contains background. Then, different methods are applied for compressing each part. DLC methods do not necessarily preserve the ROI completely; however, the reconstructed ROI is less damaged than NROI [5] . Chaabouni et al. [5] present a DLC method in which ROI and Non-ROI are compressed using high and low-resolution versions of incremental self-organizing map respectively [6] . Shuai et al. [7] employ Shearlet transform to compress ROI and fractional encoding in the wavelet transform to compress NROI. In another DLC method, a tree weighing lossless compression and fractal lossy compression methods are applied on ROI and NROI respectively [8] . Compressing ROI can be performed by JPEG-LS [3] , and a wavelet-based lossy-compression algorithm can be employed for NROI [9] . Ström et al. compress ROI and NROI by using S-transform and lossy wavelet zero-tree respectively [10] . Another approach is to suppress the background by setting NROI to zero and then compress the resulting image by a lossless method [11] . In this approach, the background information, which might be informative for diagnosis, is ignored causing image appearance and visual perception degradation.
In this paper, angiography images are segmented into ROI and NROI using our proposed convolutional neural network (CNN) framework [12] . Then, we propose a hierarchical approach to partition each of those regions to blocks/sub-blocks. For the ROI blocks, we reduce redundancies by eliminating specific DCT coefficients. To decide which coefficients can be removed, we employ the Canny edge detector and to avoid typical blockiness artifact of the transform domain compression method; we utilize a smoothing filter. This filter enhances not only visual aspects of the image but also removes further redundancies. Afterward, the JPEG-LS compression [3] method is applied to the resulting image. Similar to other methods mentioned above, the proposed method is a tradeoff between compression ratio and the preservation of information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section II, we explain our method in details. In section III, experimental results are represented. We conclude the paper in section IV with a brief discussion and summary.
Lossless Compression of Angiogram Foreground with Visual Quality Preservation of Background

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Overview of the proposed method for medical image compression is illustrated in Fig. 1 . For image segmentation, we utilize the proposed CNN framework [12] . This network gets gray-scale angiography images as input and produces an ROI probability map, which estimates the foreground/ROI regions. Using this map, we partition NROI pixels to blocks and reduce the spatial redundancies in the blocks by removing DCT coefficients. Hence, the prediction based lossless algorithms can work on the resulting image effectively, as most of the redundancies in NROI (background areas) have already been removed.
A. CNN for ROI detection
For image segmentation we utilize our previously designed CNN presented in [12] . This network is a patchbased network that gets a gray-scale angiography image patch with the size of 33 33 and produces a probability map showing the probability of a pixel belonging to the ROI. As suggested in [12] , the segmented vessels are obtained by applying a threshold on the generated probability map. Then, the largest connected component is considered as the ROI and other components as NROI.
B. Image partitioning
In this part, we partition an image to 8 8 blocks, each of which consists of 4 sub-blocks. A block or sub-block is called an NROI block if all of its pixels belong to NROI and is called an ROI block if at least one of its pixels belongs to ROI. For ROI blocks we investigate their sub-blocks and check if that sub-block is an ROI sub-block or not. For the ROI blocks and sub-blocks we don't change anything. As shown in Fig. 2 , this hierarchical algorithm lets us reduce entropy for more regions of NROI. In Fig. 3 , the application of image partitioning for entropy reduction procedure is illustrated.
C. Non ROI entropy reduction
To remove redundancies, we apply the DCT coefficients elimination method. For this purpose, we replace higher frequency DCT coefficients with zeros in NROI blocks. We show in section III that this reduction operation reduces the size of the output image after the final lossless compression (JPEG-LS algorithm) is accomplished. We use city block distance of a coefficient from the origin of the block to decide if the coefficient is low. For this purpose, we use zigzag coefficient sweeping similar to JPEG standard [13]. Then we keep the first γ coefficients of DCT, where is calculated by equation (1). max 64 , max 16 , for 8 8 blocks
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blocks
As can be seen in (1), we assume that the blocks with more edges are more important. Also, the remaining coefficients are not quantized to preserve more information. The parameter in (1) is a variable that can be tuned. The term is the number of edge pixels in a block where edges are obtained by Canny edge detection method [14] . For this purpose, we find edges throughout the whole image, prior to partitioning it into blocks and sub-blocks. If the effect of edges is to be ignored, we simply ignore the term. The last step in this stage of the algorithm is to tile blocks and sub-blocks to form the reduced entropy image.
D. Low pass filtering and JPEG-LS Compression
After tiling of ROI and Non-ROI blocks, the image may have blockiness effects. A smoothing procedure is applied by using a Gaussian filter to remove the blockiness effect. In addition to suppressing the unwanted noises in the original image, the Gaussian filter results better compression after JPEG-LS. However, we do not eliminate them from the ROI pixels because it can lead to misdiagnosis of the physician. To have accurate and non-smoothed ROI pixels, we then replace the ROI pixels in the filtered image with the original ones. Finally, the JPEG-LS compression is applied to compress the NROI smoothed image.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We test our framework on the angiogram dataset used in [12] , which contains 44 images of size 512 512 pixels. The utilized CNN has an accuracy of 93.5% on this dataset.
The proposed method in this paper is based on a tradeoff between PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and compression ratio. Let us assume that the JPEG-LS size of the original image is called and the JPEG-LS size of the image that we reduced its background entropy is . Then the compression ratio ( ) is defined as .
On one end, we may preserve all the image details to maximize PSNR, or we can eliminate the background information to increase the compression ratio. We evaluate the system objectives, compression ratio, and PSNR, by averaging the calculated metrics overall dataset images. The PSNR metric is calculated by the following equation:
where is the maximum intensity value of the original image (255 for 8 bit images) and MSE is the mean square error of the ROI pixels calculated by (3) 1 , , , ∈
where and are original and processed images respectively and is the number of pixels on the ROI's ground-truth ( . The PSNR is calculated on the ROI's ground-truth which may be different from our obtained ROI, thus is not necessarily infinity. Fig.4 illustrates the tradeoff between compression ratio and PSNR, for different values of .
Our method takes advantage of canny edge detection for adapting itself to have control on the remained DCT coefficients, and this endorses our use of DCT to remove redundancies. To evaluate the impact of taking edges into account in (1), we first perform two simulations, one of them with using the Canny edge detector and the other one without that. The results for the parameter in 8×8 blocks are shown in Fig.5 where each circle denotes a choice for . The topleft circle of each color is for 1 and the bottom-right circle is for 64. As demonstrated in Fig. 5 , considering Canny edges would significantly improve the performance of our proposed method. For example, for a fixed compression ratio the PSNR of the blue curve is more than one of the red curve.
To have a good criterion for choosing the graph of Fig.6 is plotted. We add the normalized PSNR and compression ratio values of Fig. 5 to generate the graph of the other hand, by lowering the value of beyond a point, the blockiness effects start to appear. The threshold value on selecting is based on and also the amount of blockiness is subjective, i.e. we do not have a metric for it. According to the visual quality of images, we can say a good selection of parameter would be 1.
For the Canny edge detection, our choice in selection of the threshold value was 0.15. As the threshold value is lowered, the number of detected edges is increased. Consequently, a higher PSNR is obtained but this would lower the compression ratio. The hierarchical procedure discussed in this paper can be continued to have smaller subblocks. However, we did not observe significant benefits in it. Fig.7 shows a sample image and its compressed versions by our method and standard JPEG [13] . As seen in Fig.7 , our method has less distortion on ROI.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a diagnostically lossless medical image compression method. We segmented the image to ROI and NROI utilizing convolutional neural networks. Then, by applying a hierarchical block processing algorithm on the NROI region, we reduced its redundancy. The processed NROI was then merged with the unchanged ROI, and the resulting image was passed to the JPEG-LS coder. Our experimental results show that the compressed results have less size than non-processed image after performing JPEG-LS. The method, however, affects the image quality, especially in the NROI part.
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